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COLLABORATIVE ACTION RESEARCH IN A SEVENTH-GRADE
MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

by Anne M. Raymond and Brad Hamersley

Teachers throughout the world are developing prqfessionally by becoming teacher-
researchers, a wonder* new breed of artists-in-residence. Using our own classrooms
as laboratories and our students as collaborators, we are changing the way we work
with students as we look at our classrooms systematically through research. (Hubbard
& Power, 1993, p.

Action research in the classroom is an increasingly occurring phenomenon in the field

of qualitative inquiry (Calhoun & (llickman, 1993; Carcielle-Elawar, 1993; Miller & Pine,

1990). It is valuable to the field of educational research primarily because research that is

initiated by and documented by classroom teachers has the potential to result in immediate

classroom rtform. According to Miller and Pine (1990), "Teachers can contribute to

educational improvement by conducting classroom research concerning teaching and learning

processes. This "action research" role for teachers can enhance the professional status of

teaching, generate theory and knowledge, increase the effectiveness of improvement efforts,

and promote teacher development (p. 57)."

Collaborative action research, between university researchers and classroom teachers,

presents opportunities for a more "action-oriente& approach to teacher enhancement (Clift,

Veal, Johnson, & Holland, 1989). As teachers are encouraged to reflect upon and

systematically examine aspects of their classrooms, they are likely to make changes based on

their observations that lead to improved teaching and learning in their classrooms.

Collaborative research projects in the classroom also leave a different impression on classroom

teachers than do solely university-researcher investigations because there is the sense of

ownership in the investigation and a feeling on the part of the teachers that they have been

"worked with" as opposed to "worked on" (Lieberman, 1986). In addition, teacher

development and institutional development (of universities and schools) go hand in hand

(Fullan, 1993). Thus, benefits for university personnel, in terms of simultaneously making
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changes in their teacher preparation classes as school personnel are engaging in classroom

reform, are plentiful.

In much the same way that collaborative research has resulted in helping teachers and

researchers become more reflective about their teaching, collaborative teaching in mathematics

classrooms has been shown to be an effective method for improving mathematics instruction.

Fresko, Ben-Chaim, & Miriam (1994), while noting that there are natural problems associated

with team teaching, such as role ambiguity and problems of coordination and communication

among team members, identified factors that contribute to successful co-teaching experiences.

These factors include having administrative support, sharing a common collegial bond,

matching teachers with similar years of experience, and being flexible.

Described herein is a study in which both collaborative action research and collaborative

mathematics classroom instruction took place. The mathematics instruction consisted of the

implementation of a problem-solving curriculum into a seventh-grade mathematics classroom.

The collaborative team involved consisted of a university mathematics educator anda seventh-

grade mathematics classroom teacher, neither of whom had ever before engaged in such a

collaborative partnership.

Forming a Collaborative Partnership

Establishing quality research projects designed and implemented jointly by classroom

teachers and university faculty is not a simple task (Raymond, 1994). The key to finding an

"ideal" classroom teacher-university faculty collaborative relationship is to let it happen

naturally. The partnership described herein emerged during a summer graduate course taught

by Anne, a university mathematics educator, in which Brad, a middle school mathematics

teacher, was a graduate student. The focus of the course was on teaching mathematics via

problem solving. Prior to the course. Brad had begun to make efforts to incorporate problem

solving into his classroom teaching. However, as the course progressed. Brad realized that
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there was much more that he could be doing, and he became interested in changing the way he

approaches problem solving in his classroom.

Brad admitted that he had some trepidation about how he would go about making

changes. Anne offered to assist him in making those changes by co-planning and co-teaching

some problem-solving lessons. Brad was very interested in this idea. When Anne later asked

Brad if he would be interested in documenting their efforts through collaborative action

research, Brad was still interested. Anne briefly described Wine components involved in

conducting research, emphasizing the value of written reflection on the part of the teacher-

researchers. She suggested that Brad attempt to clarify his thinking about mathematical

problem solving and the changes might want to make in his classroom by responding to these

initial questions in writing: (a) Why do you think problem solving is important. (b) What

experiences with problem solving did you encounter as a student, (c) Do you enjoy engaging in

problem solving, (d) Do you feel successful as a problem solver, (e) In what ways do you

currently involve your students in problem solving, and (fi In what ways would you like to

improve your abilities to solve problems and to teach problem solving in your classroom,

Once Brad had formulated his responses to these questions (see Raymond, 1994), we

discussed the specific directions we wanted our study to take.

Together, Brad and Anne planned. implemented, and documented their efforts in

mathematics classroom reform which centered around making problem solving, in the spirit of

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Curriculum and Evaluation Standards.ffir

School Mathematics IStandards1 (1989), an integral part ot Brad's mathematics teaching.

One of the most difficult aspects of conducting collaborative action research is developing a

sense of the roles each of the partners is to play. It is certainly true that our roles have evolved

throughout the project. However, at the beginning we were both hesitant to step out of what

we had assumed would be our natural roles.

For example, Anne felt that her primary role would be to provide resources, guide the

development of a framework for the research, and "teach" Brad about gathering, analyzing and
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reporting data. Anne ti It strongly, at the beginning, that she should defer to Brad when it came

to making decisions about what would take place in his classroom. Similarly, Brad was

comfortable with allowing Anne to make suggestions about how the research and took charge

of issues such as how problem solving would be implemented into his mathematics classroom

and how much time he could realistically devote to problem solving.

Goals of the Collaborative Study

From the beginning, Anne and Brad were both clear about what each hoped to

accomplish during this collaborative project. After having a number of conversations about

what each wanted to see happen, we established three goals (a) to improve the seventh-grade

students abilities in. knowledge of, attitudes toward, and beliefs about mathematical problem

solving (b) to examine changes in Brad's mathematics teaching as we implemented the

problem-solving curriculum, and (c) to learn more about the nature of collaborative action

research in a mathematics classroom.

Both Brad and Anne believed that the primary reason for engaging in the project was to

help the seventh-grade mathematics students become more knowledgeable about and confident

in problem solving as well as becoming better problem solvers. However, Brad expressed a

personal goal of wanting to improve his own ability to teach mathematical problem solving in

the spirit of the NCTM (1989) Standards and Anne was very interested in examining issues

associated with collaboration between university and school mathematics teachers and teacher

educators. Thus, the resulting goals include both individual and joint areas of interest.

Methodology

Implementing the Problem-Solving Curriculum

The study itself, which included collaborative planning, teaching, and documentation.

began in September 1994 and continues through the May of 1995. The collaborative pair

decided to approach problem solving in the seventh-grade classroom by first introducing the

students to ten problem-solving strategies, one per week for the first ten weeks of the study.

We believed that it was important to encourage the students to use a specific strategy to solve
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given problems so that they would begin to get a feeling for what types of problems might

naturally "call for" a particular strategy. We told them that although the problems we were

doing in class could be solved by a number of strategies, we wanted them to first try solving it

using the "strategy of the week" so that they would become familiar with the strategy. We

further explained that we would be interested in talking about other strategies that they might

use and that after we had introduced the ten strategies to them, we would leave it up to them to

choose the strategy or combination of strategies they wanted to use.

Brad selected the ten strategies that he wanted to introduce at the beginning of the year.

He chose guess & check, draw a picture, make a table, make an organized list, look fir a

pattern, work backwards, use logical reasoning, make a model/act it out, make it simpler/look

at a smaller case, and create a Venn diagram. The pair introduced them in the order listed

above.

Anne was available to co-teach in Brad's classroom on Thursday mornings.

Consequently, the team decided to co-teach during Brad's first two mathematics classes on

Thursdays and then have Brad teach the same lesson to the other participating classes later in

the day. Brad would then dt a related lesson the following Tuesday, which wo,ild emphasize

the same problem-solving strategy introduced on the previous Thursday.

The types of problems included in each lesson were nonroutine problems that were

either process problems, puzzle problems or, applied problems (as described by Charles &

Lester I19821). We tried to select problems that could incorporate the use of manipulatives on

occasion because Brad wanted to become more knowledgeable about teaching with

manipulatives. Our primary resources for problem ideas were the sixth and seventh grade

books from The Problem Solver series (e.g., Moretti, G., Stephens, M., (loodnow, J. &

Hoogeboom, 1987) and the Problem Solving Experiences in Mathematics series (e.g.,

Charles, R. I., Mason, R. P., Nofsinger, J. M., White, C. A., 1985) as well as Gorman's

(1990) book of process problems.
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In general, the lessons began with discussion of the strategy of the day and recollection

of prior strategies used. Then we would engage the whole class in a problem that we solved

together, working through the four steps of problem solving (as described in Moretti, G.,

Stephens, M., Goodnow, J. & Hoogeboom, 1987) and using the strategy of the day. After

this, the students worked in pre-established groups of four on two other problems using the

same strategy. Between the two problems we conducted a whole-class discussion of the

solutions, which included having various groups' share their work. We wanted to include a

strong writing component in the problem solving lessons. Thus, on most days, beginning in

October, we asked students to write about their problem solution or about some issue related to

problem solving.

Participants

The student participants included approximately 125 seventh-grade mathematics

students at a large middle school in Indiana. The students were mostly Caucasian Americans

and came from socioeconomic backgrounds that ranged from lower middle class to upper

middle class. For most of the study, only four of Brad's five classes participated in the study.

The fifth class, his "advanced group," were not included. Brad decided not to include them

because the curriculum for these students was more demanding and required more time to

complete. However, about four months into the study. Brad began to involve this group in the

problem solving activities, working the group through the same sequence of problem solving

that the other classes followed.

Data Collection

Data were collecteu through a variety of sources. To examine changes in students'

attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge about problem solving, we implemented pre-problem solving

and post-problem solving surveys that included multiple choice questions and short answer

questions. The first survey (see Appendix A) was given to the students at the beginning of the

school year, before we began (it problem solving lessons. The students were later given a

slightly revised version (see Appendix B) of the survey in February of the school year. The



questions probed students about a variety of issues including their confidence in problem

solving, their feelings about problem solving, their definitions of problem solving, problem-

solving strategies they know, and how they solve mathematical problems. Data on students'

attitudes and knowledge were also collected via teacher-researcher observations (which were

subsequently documented in researcher journals) and student reflections.

Changes in students' abilities were documented primarily through student work and

documented classroom observations. Additional data on students' abilities in problem solving

will be collected via a "problem solving test" that will be implemented at the end of the school

year. This "collaborative team designed" test will consist of a variety of nonrouine problems

that can be solved using the strategies emphasized throughout the study.

Data regarding changes in Brad's teaching were gathered through self-observation and

self-reflection as well as through documented observations made by Anne. Information about

the nature of collaborative inquiry was also collected via observation and reflection on the part

of both teacher-researchers. Throughout the study, both researchers maintained reflective

journals. Both reflected after each Thursday session. In addition, Brad wrote a journal entry

after each Tuesday follow-up lesson. The two researchers met periodically after school to

discuss observations and share reflections. Synopses of these discussions were added to the

reflective journals.

Analysis

Early data analysis included the compilation of comparative survey statistics, the

reading and comparing of short answer responses on surveys, the comparison of early student

work to later work, and team sharing of observations and reflections. Once the second survey

had been implemented, we calculated percent responses to the survey questions in order to

locate any changes in students' attitudes, beliefs, and knowledge about problem solving.

When there was an observed change. we discussed that change together, sharing any

observations that might support that finding. Data analysis continues as more data is being

gathered.
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Findings

Changes in Students' Attitudes and Beliefs

Analysis of data on students' attitudes and beliefs about problem solving resulted in

several interesting findings. First, upon comparing students' responses to the multiple choice

questions on the first survey to their responses on the second survey, significant changes were

noticed in eight areas (see Table 1).

Table 1

Change.s in Attitudes and Beliefs from Survey 1 to Survey 2

Percent that Agreed
or Strongly Agreed

Survey 1 Survey 2

I Like Problem Solving 43 74

I Can Do Problem Solving 63 91

I Am Not Confident in
Problem Solving 56 25

Problem Solving is Fasy 27 56

Problem Solving is
Important to Learn 61 98

Some People Can't Do
Mathematics 58 43

It is Important to Be Able
to Do Math Quickly 18 38

I Know A Lot About
Problem Solving 21 54

The findings are very encouraging in that they indicate that the percentage of students

who expressed that they like problem solving, can do problem solving, and believe that

problem solving is easy increased over the first six months of the project. Other positive

results evident from Table I are that fewer students expressed that they lacked confidence in

their problem solving abilities and that they believe some people cannot do mathematics. Also,
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more students indicated that they know a lot about problem solving and that problem solving is

important to learn.

The one disturbing result from this portion of the survey was that the percentage of

students who believed that it is important to solve mathematics quickly increased over the six-

month period. After acknowledging this result. Brad and Anne reflected upon their teaching

styles in an effort to determine if their actions might have encouraged more students to arrive at

this conclusion. The team concluded that they may have contributed to this belief by presenting

too many problems in each lesson and conducting whole-class discussions after a certain

period of time had been given to work on the problems. We feel that perhaps we sent the

message that the students should have been able to complete the problems in the time frame we

allotted. As a result of this finding, we have became more sensitive to the issue of time by

including fewer problems in the lessons and by eliminating the "whole class discussion" of

problems between problems. Rather, we fostered "group pace" and provided a less structured

opportunity for whole-class wrap up at the end of the class period. We also began to defer

discussion of some problems to a later time.

On the second survey, we specifically asked students if their confidence and attitude

toward problem solving had changed since the first survey. Sixty-seven percent of the

students indicated that their level of confidence had changed. Some explanations provided by

students on their surveys regarding why their confidence has changed are:

I know some more ways to solve problems now and feel a lot better about doing them
now.

Because qf the different strategys Istrategies1 because at the beginning of the .year I
didn't know any strategies.

I have confidence in myself .hat I can.figureout a story problem.

Because there are mom ways to solve problems now.

Because I now know how to solve these problems with my own techniques and styles.
I have learned how to use steps to solve problems.

Because I never thought that I would he able to do a hard problem.
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Because now I know that if I use a certain pattern to solve a problem and I can't figure
it our I can use another one.

Students were also asked on the second survey if their attitudes toward problem solving

had changed since the first survey. Sixty-three percent of the students claimed that their

attitudes had changed, explaining:

Some days I like.and sometimes I don't.

Yes, I use to not he able to do problem solving.

I think problem solving is good because from now on I can solve problems a lot better
withow being confused.

Yes, because I have.found new ways to solve problems and have become easier to
understand. I have also learned neat ways to solve the problems.

Because lbelbre 1 I disapproved of everything and whenever Mr. Munersley said
problem solving I just didn't like it, hut I do now.

No change, because most qf this stuff is too hard .fi)r me.

Observations made by Brad and Anne mirror much of what the survey indicated. Both

researchers had noted that students' enthusiasm about problem solving had increased early on

and had been maintained throughout. They also noted that a number of students' confidence in

problem solving had increased. Many individual cases stand out. For example. one female

student in Brad's second period class had not been a very confident participant in class during

much of the first ten weeks of the project. During the introduction of the last strategy, solving

problems using Venn Diagrams, this student was able to quickly and accurately solve the

problems provided in class. Heretofore she had been a student who rarely shared ber solutions

and who usually showed little enthusiasm during herattempts to solve the problems. After

having a very successful day. and being told by Anne and Brad that she was the star problem

solver of the day, her confidence increased immensely. Since that day. she has more actively

participated in solving problems and has presented the impression that she believes she can

solve problems now.



Changes in Students Knowledge of Problem Solving

One anticipated findings about changes in students' knowledge ofproblem solving was

an overwhelming increase in their awareness of problem-solving strategies. At thebeginning

of the school year, students had very little knowledge of specific mathematical problem-solving

strategies (see Table 2). Before we implemented our problem-solving cur:iculum, the most

frequently named problem-solving strategy was "read the problem." As one student said it, "

read the problem over and over again, solve it, and read the problem again." A large number

of students either explicitly claimed that they did not know any strategies or left the question

blank. Another sizable group of students provided what have been categorized as

"miscellaneous responses." These included such comments as "do the easier problems first," "I

use my fingers to help," "study a lot," "work with a buddy," and " put your name in the place

of names in the problem and relate it to yourself." Only ten of the 99 students who completed

the survey named a specific mathematical problem-solving strategy. Those strategies included

guess and check, draw a picture, and make a chart.

Table 2
Problem Solving Strategies Named By Students on Survey l

Number of Students Responding
Read it 21

Read it, check work 8

Don't know/left blank 18

Four operations 7

Look for clue words 6

Ask questions 5

Process problem strategy 10

M iscellaneous 17

Response made no sense 4

Relax 3

12
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Midway through our introduction of the ten strategies, we ask,1 students to write a

reflection about which problem solving strategy they enjoyed most, or least, and why. The

purposes of this assignment were to get the students thinking about the strategies and to

provide students the opportunity to write about their feelings about problem solving. Some

examples of students' responses are as follows:

One that I like is making a table, it's faster, easier to work with and it helps you to fill
out if you get stuck There is one other I like. It's the guess and check . It's easy and
I like to guess and see how close I was or if I got it right. The one that I hate is list and
ognize /organize/. Ws/ just telol hard and confusing. The second one that I hate is
making a drawing because I can't draw any sort qf things.

Draw a picture, because I think it is framer to draw, and the funner it is the more that
people would not mind doing it. I don't dislike any of them because affirm when you
do it, it seems that you won't like, hut when you get the hang of it it's easy:, so you
like it.

I like making an organized list the best. It had helped me understand the problem
better,

I think all the strategies are good to know for different kinds ql problems. The one I
thought vvas hardest to do or understand was "make an organized list." I find the
"make a table" strategy usefirl and like it. I also like "guess and check" and "draw a
picture hut all the strategys are good for diftrent things. For example, larger numbers
are, in my opinion, harder to handle so I %mid choose "guess and check"

Throughout the project we have encouraged students to think about the strategies critically and

we believe that this had some effect on the students' increased awareness of problem-solving

strategies.

On the follow-up survey, students were clearly more knowledgeable of problem-

solving strategies. When students were asked to name as many mathematical problem- solving

strategies that they could, approximately 30 percent of the students were able to recall all ten of

the strategies introduced in class (see Table 3). In addition, approximately 73 percent of the

students were able to recall at least five of the ten strategies employed in class.

14
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Table 3
Number qf Strategies Students Were Able to Name on Second
Survey

Number of
Strategies
Recalled 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of
students 10 1 3 4 8 10 8 7 6 11 29

Note. n.97 students surveyed

The problem-solving strategies most frequently recalled by students are shown in Table

4. Work Backwards was most frequently recalled while, Make and Organized List was least

frequently recalled, followed closely by Act it Out/Make a Model and Look at a Simpler Case.

Table 4
Strategies Most Frequently Recalled By Students

Number of Times Named By Students

Draw a Picture 61

Make an Organized List 56

Make a Table or Chart 61

Look for a Pattern 62

Work Backwards 75

Act it Out/Model it 57

Try a Smaller Case 57

Logical Reasoning 62

Venn Diagramming 59

Guess and Check 65

Note. Number of .espondents to this question is n = 97.
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Another way in which we ta-ied to glean some information about students' knowledge

of problem solving was by asking them to define problem solving. Students' definitions of

problem solving varied quite a bit on both surveys. However, overall we found that students'

definitions of probkan solving on the second survey were broader, more sophisticated, and

more clearly expressed. Some representative definitions provided on the first survey were:

Solving a written question in class. It is a woMed math problem

A way to help you to use your brain and read the whole question and read if you have
to add, subtract, dhide, multiply, or whatever the pmblem asks for. It makes you
check your answer and see if it is right or if it is wrong, change your answer.

A mathematical problem that is given to you to make you think, s.enetimes they can be
tricky, but that is the point.

It's a break from using numbers

Simply solving a problem, example
2 + 2 = ? 4, I just solved a problem

Representative student definitions of mathematical problem solving on the second

survey included:

A quicker way ,'o solve problems, an easier way to get problems solved. It can also he
finner lmore fun I

Solving and understanding a problem or dillema /dilemma/ whether it he in a
mathematical sense or in a personal problem

Solving everyday problems with simple .drategies in a fun and challenging way.

A difficult problem put into the disguise of a story to make it look easier.

A mathematical challenge

Analyzing a mathematical problem.

Students were also asked on each survey what they do first when given a problem to

solve and how they know when they have solved a problem correctly. Responses on the first

survey varied greatly and were vague. However, on the second survey students described

more clearly-defined stages of problem solving that were closely related to the four steps of

problem solving encouraged in class. This indicates to us that students have become more

knowledgeable of steps that they can follow in solving problems.

li;
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Both Brad and Anne documented observations of students' increased knowledge of

problem solving, which corroborates findings from the survey. In class discussions, students

often expressed knowledge of problem-solving strategies when referring to solving a particular

problem using a specific strategy. For example, a student, when explaining how he dia his

problem differently from the rest of the class, said that he drew a picture to help him like he did

when he solved the "Frog in the Well" (see Appendix C) problem. This indicated to us that

students were not only remembering strategies, but were also becoming more aware of

situations or problems for which given strategies would be useful.

Changes in Students Problem-Solving Abilities

At this point, students have not yet taken the "problem solving test" described earlier.

Thus, our current findings regarding changes in students' abilities to solve problems stem from

student work samples and documented observations. Some observed findings we noted were

that students' in-class verbal explanations of their solutions improved considerably while their

written explanations have improved to a lesser degree. Another interesting finding is that

students' use of the "hairy buffalo strategy" has increased.

The "hairy buffalo strategy" was a phrased coined by Brad early in the study. As we

continued to asked students to consider a specific strategy in solving a problem, and as the

students' repertoire of strategies increased, their desire and ability to use other strategies also

increased. We began to talk about using more thm one strategy simultaneously to solve a

problem. Brad expressed that this reminded him of the ice cream special offered at "Dairy

Queen" when he was a child. It was a special where they took all different kinds of ice cream

and mixed them together, calling it the "hairy buffalo." The students enjoyed the story and

really liked the phrase "hairy buffalo." So from then on, the students were eager to say when

they had used the hairy buffalo strategy to imply that they had used a combination of strategies

to create their own solution processes.

In order to illustrate the quality of students' problem-solving abilities, and changes

noted in their work, a representative example of progress made by one student is provided

17
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herein. Figure 1 shows an example of a student's solution to the Zink-Zak Problem (see

Appendix C) which was given to the students in September 1994. This problem is,

admittedly, a simpler problem than one might expect a seventh grader to be able to solve. We

decided to start with simpler problems help build their confidence and ability to apply a

strategy and then to move on to more difficult problems. Note, also, that at the beginning of

the project, students were given a "problem solving answer sheet" on which to write their

solutions. This was to encourage them to think of the four steps of probiem solving both as

they attempted to solve the problem and as they wrote up their final solutions.

Insert Figure 1 About Here

This student's solution, essentially using the guess and check strategy, is correct. The

written responses on the problem solving answer sheet are clear. The student, Astrid,

identified the questioned being asked in the "find out" section and provided a fairly clear

description of how she "solved the problem. However, the Astrid still did not identify "the

strategy" employed and her conclusion upon "looking back" lacks a mathematical conclusion.

This same student, a month later, showed improvement in her ability to clearly explain

each phase of solving a problem (see Figure 2). In her solution to a more challenging problem,

The Math Convention Problem (see Appendix C), Astrid provides much more detail.

However, she still "misidentifies" the strategy being employed. She identifies the strategy as

using an organized list when the strategy of the day was make a table. There had been some

discussion in class on the day of making an organized list of how when one is making an

organized list it is often helpful to put it in the form of a table. Clearly, however, this is not a

case of making an organized list. Rather it calls for making a table, perhaps in conjunction

with lookinkfin. a pattern in the table. Thus, there was still some confusion for Astrid

regarding the identification of strategy.

Insert Figure 2 About Here
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Nevertheless, Astrid's descriptions of what she "found out" from reading the problem

and what she concludes upon "looking back" were much improved. In addition, she does

demonstrate a correct solution in a table format.

As we continued to increase the level of difficulty of problems presented to students,

the students demonstrated that they were capable of meeting the challenge. An interesting note

to add is that when students were asked on the second survey if they like the challenge of an

unfamiliar problem even though they may not know how to solve it, 70 percent of the students

agreed or strongly agreed.

More information regarding students' abilities to solve a variety of nonroutine problems

will be available upon students' completion of the problem-solving test at the end of the school

year.

Observed Changes in Brad's Teaching

Brad and Anne noted a number of significant changes in Brad's teaching over the first

six months of the project. Brad specifically noted that (a) he was more aware of the NCTM

(1989) Standards and that (b) he was more comfortable with incorporating manipulatives into

his lessons.

Both Brad and Anne documented observed changes Brad made in the physical

environment of the classroom. Less than four months into the study, Brad requested that he be

given tables and chairs to replace the desks in his classroom. He had come to believe that this

would better facilitate the group problem solving. His principal arranged the exchange. The

use of tables brought about a significant change in the level of cooperation within the groups.

The groups tended to "stay with each other" and work more diligently on problems without

looking to neighbors for solutions. Brad was very pleased with the effect this environmental

change had on the classroom dynamics.

Another physical change that both researchers noted was Brad's creation of learning

centers within the classroom. One Thursday, Anne walked in to see three different centers set

9
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up along one wall of the classroom. The centers contained activities with Geoboards,

Tangrams, and Cuisenaire rods. The centers were provided as "optional" opportunities for the

students to explore mathematical concepts. Students were very interested in the centers,

particularly because they offered the opportunity to work with manipulatives.

Another change in Brad's teaching that both researcher's made note of was an

improvement in Brad's questioning technique. In the oeginning, Brad tended to ask many

"leading" questions, seeking specific responses. As time progressed. Brad began to ask more

open-ended questions and became more comfortable with the class not always arriving at

conclusive answers to questions.

An important change that Anne expressed to Brad that she had noted was that Brad's

view of problem solving had shifted from that of "problem solving as being a topic" to

"problem solving as a method of learning/exploring mathematical content." At the beginning of

the study, Brad seemed to clearly distinguish between "doing problem solving" on Tuesdays

and Thursdays and attending to the regular seventh-grade curriculum on Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays. In early December, Anne noted a moment when she believed that

Brad's view of problem solving had begun to evolve. One day when Anne was in his

classroom, Brad told her that he was getting ready to cover area and perimeter in his textbook

and wanted to know if Anne knew any good problem-solving activities through which the

students could explore and review area and pei imeter. Anne responded that she was delighted

to hear Brad ask that question. Together they planned some activities involving Geoboards.

Later that day Anne expressed, in her journal, her excitement that Brad seemed to be

beginning to view problem solving as more than a topic. At a subsequent after school meeting.

Anne shared her thoughts with Brad, and he agreed that he saw more possibilities with

problem solving now.

Vhat We lIae Learned About Collaborative Research

When Brad and Anne sat down specifically to discuss what they had learned about

collaborative research, two main issues emerged. What we talked most about were the changes
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in the roles that we played throughout the project and the evolution of the collaborative

partnership to that of a collegial friendship.

The roles that we played went through a number of changes. Initially, Anne was the

experienced researcher, the "expert" teacher of problem solving, and the resource provider.

Brad was the seventh-grade mathematics expert, the classroom disciplinarian, and the

classroom decision maker. When teaching, Anne typically, although it had not been

specifically planned this way, started off the lessons while Brad began the whole-class

discussion of problem solutions.

As the weeks progressed, Brad was offering suggestions for ways to gather data. For

example, it was Brad who initially suggested we ask students to write the first reflection on

strategies. Anne began to take a more active role in classroom management during the lessons.

In addition, the two began to naturally trade off the role of the lesson motivator and the

discussion leader. Never did we explicitly discuss the roles we played. Rather, as we became

more comfortable with each other and more sure of our approach to implementing problem

solving in Brad's classroom, we "assumed roles" less and less. It no longer felt like we had

distinct duties within the partnership. Instead, everything became a joint duty.

We contend that the initial feeling of playing distinct roles arose because each member

of the collaborative team was a supposed "expert" in certain areas and yet at the same time

neither person wanted to inhibit the other partner by making him/her feel his/her opinion or

perspective was not equally valued in all phases of the collaboration. The mathematics

classroom setting may more vividly present images of "experts" because mathematics is an area

in which many people feel insecure. In our case. Brad expressed at times that he felt more

comfortable with letting Anne conduct the question and answer time of the lesson because he

felt she could see more mathematical connections and perhaps respond to students' solutions

more effectively.

Anne, on the other hand, admitted to feeling a bit nervous about beim: considered "the

expert" in teaching mathematical problem solving. She wrote this entry in August, 1994:
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I feel very confident about my ability to engage students in problem solving. However,
a part of me is little nervous because I'm supposed to be the "expert." I don't want to
let Brad down by teaching bad lessons. Of course, that would just go to show that
even the experts stnrggle with the teaching of mathematics, just like all other
mathematics teachers. I will rely on Brad to help me get to know the students and his
strategy for classroom management. Seventh graders can be intimidating.

Recall that Anne and Brad met during a graduate course in which Anne was teaching

about "teaching mathematics via problem solving." How easy it is to talk about what can be

done in mathematics classrooms! But what a different feeling it is when you are put in a

situation where you are to "practice what you preach!" Anne had some initial insecurities, such

as, "what if I am not an effective model teacher for Brad?" and "what if the students'

mathematical problem solving abilities don't improve?"

There may be expectations associated with "being good at mathematics" and "being a

good mathematics teacher" that put additional pressures on collaborative partners who conduct

action research in mathematics classrooms. These pressures may result in the partners

automatically taking on specific roles in the beginning of a joint teaching-research venture.

In addition to changing roles. Anne and Brad noted changes in the partnership from that

of a collaborative relationship to a collegial friendship. At the beginning, even though Anne

had told Brad to call her by her first name, Brad frequently called her "Dr. Raymond."

Eventually Brad arrived to the point where he laughingly referred to Anne as "Raymond."

Finally, Brad came to a point where it seemed natural to call her "Anne," although at that point

Anne was occasionally calling Brad "Hamersley." It may seem insignificant to talk about how

the partners addressed each other. However, the "titles" we give to one another often

perpetuate our differences rather than emphasizing what we have in common. As the project

has evolved, we have found that we have a lot in common in terms of having similar

philosophies about teaching mathematics and in getting a "thrill" out of discovering a

mathematical connection between problems.

The development of the friendship allowed the partners to concentrate solely on the

problem solving going on in the classroom since were no longer concerned about "other

issues" that may have inhibited us at the beginning. We both Wm. .! we have learned a lot
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from each other and are both better teachers and researchers as a result of having participated in

this collaborative effort. The latter is probably the most personally satisfying result of this

study.

Discussion

In this study of the collaborative implementation and documentation of a problem-

solving curriculum in a seventh-grade mathematics classroom, we found significant changes in

students' attitudes, beliefs, knowledge, and abilities in problem solving. We also noted a

number of changes in Brad's teaching of mathematical problem solving. The changes occurred

relatively quickly and validate Cardelle-Elawar's (1993) claim that teacher-inspired action

research has the potential to result in immediate classroom reform and Miller & Pine's (1990)

contention that action research can enhance professional development.

Results of this study show that students had acquired more positive attitudes and beliefs

about problem solving and their abilities to engage in problem solving successfully. These

findings indicate that students enjoy problem solving more and believe they can do problem

solving when they are exposed to specific strategies by which to solve problems. Thus, the

project made positive steps towards meeting the standard on problem solving described in the

Standards (NCTIvi, 1989).

The study results also indicate that Brad had made progress in his own teaching and

was thinking about teaching in the spirit of the Professional Teaching Standards (NCTM,

1991). He made physical changes in his classroom to foster group learning, by replacing

desks with tables, and individual learning, by providing learning centers for his students. In

addition, Brad's questioning techniques broadened, including more open-ended questions, as

did his vision of problem solving, which grew to mean more than problem solving as a topic.

The experiences with both the collaborative teaching and collaborative research

described by the partners in this study showed that unlike the problems with role ambiguity

experienced by the mathematics teachers in Fresko, Ben-Chaim, & Miriam's (1994) study, th,

roles, initially, were too distinctive. However, as the project progressed, the roles became less

23



clearly defined and, rather than being a problem, the ambiguity enhanced the overall interaction

betwwn the two teacher-researchers.

It is clear to the collaborative partners in this study that the experience of teaching and

investigating as a team has been positive. Both of us feel we have grown professionally and

have already made significant changes in our respective classrooms. We plan to continue to

examine this seventh-grade mathematics classroom as well our own working relationship in an

effort to further improve in the areas of teaching, research, and personal reflection.
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Appendix A

Students' Beliefs About Problem Solving

For each of the following, circle the response that best describes your feelings about
mathematical problem solving. SA means you strongly agree, A means you agree, U means
you are uncertain, D means you disagree, and SD means you strongly disagree.

(circle one)
1. I like mathematical problem solving SA A U D SD

2. I can do mathematical problem solving SA A U D SD

3. We do a lot of problem solving at school SA A U D SD

4. I am not very confident about problem solving SA A U D SI)

5. There is more than one right way to solve story
problems SA A U I) SD

6. It is best to work by yourself on problem solving SA A U D SD

7. Boys are better at problem solving than girls are SA A Ii D SD

8. Problem solving is easy for me SA A U D SD

9. In problem solving, getting the right answer is most
important SA A U D SD

10. Problem solving is important to learn SA A U D SD

11. Working with a partner is helpful in problem solving SA A U D SD

12. Some people just can't do problem solving SA A 11 D SD

13. I know a lot about problem solving SA A U D SD

14. It is important to be able to solve problems quickly SA A U D SD

15. There is one right answer to story problems SA A U D SI)

16. I can tell when I have solved a problem correctly SA A U D SD

17. Problem solving is difficult for most people SA A U D SD

18. I would like to be a better problem solver SA A I I I) SI)

Select one of your answers above and explain why you feel the way you do:

2 L
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Name: Date:

Provide a short answer to each of the following questions.

1. What do you think "problem solving" in math class is?

2. Problem solving in math makes me feel ...

3. When I'm given a story problem in math class, the first thing I do to solve the problem is

4. Some problem solving strategies I know are ...

5. How do you know when you've solved a math story problem correctly?

6. Why do you think it is important to learn about problem solving in mathematics?
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Appendix B

Students' Beliefs About Problem Solving

For each of the following, circle the response that best describes your feelings about
mathematical problem solving. SA means you strongly agree, A means you agree, U means
you are uncertain, D means you disagree, and SD means you strongly disagree.

(circle one)
I. I like mathematical problem solving SA A U D SD

2. 1 can do mathematical problem solving SA A U D SD

3. We do a lot of problem solving at school SA A U D SD

4. lam not very confident about problem solving SA A U D SD

5. There is more than one right way to solve story
problems SA A U D SD

6. It is best to work by yourself on problem solving SA A U D SD

8. Problem solving is easy for me SA A U 1) SD

9. In problem solving, getting the right answer is most
important SA A U 1) SD

10. Problem solving is important to learn SA A U D SI)

11. Working with a partner is helpful in problem solving SA A U D SD

12. Some people just can't do problem solving SA A U D SD

13. I know a lot about problem solving SA A I) SD

14. It is important to be able to solve problems quickly SA A U D SD

15. There is one right answer to story problems SA A U D SD

16. I can tell when I have solved a problem correctly SA A 11 D SD

17. Problem solving is difficult for most people SA A U I) SD

18. 1 would like to be a better problem solver SA A t J D SD

19. 1 like the challuige of an unfamilar problem e en
though I may not know how to solve it. SA A U D SD

20. I enjoy writing about my solutions to problems SA A U D SD

Select one of your answers above and explain why you feel the way you do:

4 7
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Name: Date:

Provide a short answer to each of the following questions.

I. How would you define problem solving?

2. Has your attitude toward problem solving changed since the last survey? If so. how?

3. Has your confidence in your ability to solve problems changed since the last survey? If so.
how?

4. When rm given a story problem in math class, the first thing I do to solve the problem is

5. Problem solving strategies I know are ...

6. For each of the strategies listed above, name a specific problem you solved by using that
strategy (if you can remember one).

7. How do you determine whether your solution to a problem answers the question?

2b



Appendix C

Problems Soiled By The Students

The Well Problem

One Thursday, a frog fell to the bottom of a well, which was 10 feet deep. ln trying to climb
out he would climb up 5 feet during the day and slip back down 3 feet at night. On which day
did the frog get out of the well?

The Zink-Zak Problem

My spaceship landed on the long-lost planet of Zink-72k, home of the Zinks and Lacks. A
Zink has 5 eyes and 2 feet while a 72k has 2 eyes and 5 feet. As I got out of ;my spaceship, I
was immediately surrounded by 8 of the aliens. I counted 31 eyes and 25 feet. How many of
the creatures were Zinks and how many were Zaks?

The Math Convention

Some mathematicinas were having a convention. Th first time there was a knock at the door, 1
mathematician entered. On each of the following knocks, a group of mathematicians entered
that had 2 more mathematicians in it than the group that entered on the previous knock. On the
tenth knock, all of the mathematicians had entered the convention hall. How many
mathematicians were at the convention?

21.1
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